RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
25 full time equivalent (FTE) gross direct jobs safeguarded
This figure is based on the number of jobs that have been sustained
within businesses operating from target buildings that were considered
to be at risk of collapse or in a condition seriously affecting business.
The number of jobs in each case has been based on information
provided by the applicant on their application form for grant funding.

23 full time equivalent (FTE) gross direct jobs created and
£2,699,350 sales generated
There has been 1 FTE new job created by the employment of project
staff to manage the HERS.
To obtain figures for average gross sales per square metre the
following methodology has been used;
In June 2004 the Falmouth Town Centre Manager obtained 6 figures
for each of the 3 retail areas in Falmouth where grant aided buildings
were located. These figures were given in confidence and retailers
have not been identified. The retailers approached were similar in size
to those who have been grant aided. None were multiples. Figures
provided were gross takings per week and retail area. These have
been reworked to provide an average gross annual sale per square
metre figure for :Arwenack Street

(£4,827.00)

Church Street

(£5,422.00)

High Street

(£ 978.00)

Water penetration through failing roof coverings and flashings had caused
substantial damage to the eighteenth century plaster work in the antiques shop at
the Old Town Hall.
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Church Street
Average annual
sales of £5,400 per
square metre

Arwenack Street
Average annual
sales of £4,800 per
square metre

Average annual sales figures for Church St & Arwenack St

These figures have then been multiplied by the commercial floor space
brought back into use; Arwenack Street (394 square metre), Church
Street (124 square metres) and High Street (128 square metres) to
give a figure of £2,699,350 total sales generated.
In order to establish the level of annual sales that supports one full time
equivalent (FTE) employee, the average gross annual sale per square
metre (for each area) has been multiplied by the area of commercial
space improved (in each area) for each of the 19 grant aided buildings
in commercial use, and then divided by the number of employees.
15,120,112 =

£128,681.80

117.5
The figure for total sales generated is divided by average annual sales
per employee which results in a figure of 20.98 FTE jobs created.
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High Street
Average annual sales of £978 per square metre

In order to test the reliability of this figure the average number of FTE
employees per square metre has been calculated by dividing the total
number of employees by the total commercial floor space of the grant
aided buildings (0.032 FTE per square metre). This has then been
multiplied by the area of commercial floor space brought
back/generated (739.1 square metre) resulting in a figure of 23.85 FTE
jobs created.
This figure is higher than the previous calculation. A figure of 22
FTE has been adopted plus the post of the HERS staff to give 23
FTE gross direct jobs calculated.
On the information provided by grantees as part of their original
application form and interviews conducted at the end of the
project (as described in section 3.5 above) there have been 28 new
jobs generated following commencement of the HERS project. A
proportion of these are part- time jobs in the restaurant trade and
therefore the original figure of 23 FTE gross direct jobs has been
maintained for the outputs.
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£3.83 million gross sales safeguarded
To obtain figures for average gross sales per square metre the above
methodology has been used to give figures of £4,827.00 for Arwenack
Street, £5,422.00 for Church Street and £978.00 for High Street.
The area of sales has been obtained from each grant applicant and
then checked against figures provided in June 2004 by the Valuation
Office (Executive Agency of the Inland Revenue) and floor plans
submitted with grant applications.
The value of gross sales safeguarded has been based on the value of
sales that has been protected through intervention in respect of
properties which were deemed to be at risk of collapse, or in a
condition which seriously affected their business. This has been
calculated sales area x average gross annual sale per square metre for
specific area giving the following figures;
Arwenack Street
High Street
Church Street
Total

£3,185,820
£ 277,752
£ 368,696
£3,832,268

Works completed at 33 &34 High Street, the properties were at risk of
collapse prior to grant-aided works commencing
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£3.17 million gross additional sales
Gross additional sales are based on commercial space brought back
into use (128 square metres for High St, 434 square metres for
Arwenack St, 93 square metres for Church St) plus extra commercial
floor space generated (2 square metres for High St and 82.1 square
metres for Church St) multiplied by average sales per square metre (£)
(see above calculation) to give £3,171,450.20. These calculated
additional sales are limited only to the properties that have been grantaided by the scheme and do not take into account the increase in sales
within the town that have been created by wider regeneration activity.

7 Arwenack Street – Under used upper floors now in commercial use
The Store – New Street
This derelict property has been converted into an artist’s studio.
By generating new commercial floorspace and by bringing commercial floorspace
back into use, the Falmouth HERS has created 23 full time equivalent jobs and
generates estimated £2,699,350 sales.
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12.06 full time equivalent (FTE) net additional jobs safeguarded
This is derived from calculation of Supply Chain and Income Linkages
in relation to safeguarded sales income. It was estimated that 90% of
safeguarded sales income would be spent on goods, services and
wages through these two routes, and assumed 50% of this through
each.
A survey of micro business in South Kerrier (May 2002) estimated that
60% of business purchases are made locally. This equates to 60p of
every £1 spent by these businesses remaining in the local economy.
Furthermore, the Needs of Micro business research also reported that
83% of businesses identified were local, so assuming 83% of money
would go to local suppliers, this results in a multiplier of 1.5 for Supply
Chain linkages.
To establish a multiplier for Income Linkages it is assumed that of the
50% of safeguarded sales income spent on wages 40% would be spent
in the local economy. It is felt likely that only 40% would be spent
locally because of the prevalence of national companies that compete
for this income. This assumption is backed up by comparison with
research undertaken in support of the Mineral Tramways Project bid to
Heritage Lottery Fund (2002). This results in a multiplier of 1.4 for
Income Linkages.
Therefore:
£3,832,268 x 90% x 50% = £1,724,520.60
£1,724,520.60 x 1.5 – £1,724,520.60 = £862,260.30 spent in
the local supply chain

These results in additional safeguarded jobs of 12.06 full time
equivalents (FTE) calculated through the following:
£862,260.30 + 689,808.20 / 128,681.80= 12.06 FTE
(£128,681.80= average annual sales per employee)

9.98 full time equivalent (FTE) net additional jobs created
Using the above rationale of Supply Chain and Income Linkages in
relation to gross additional sales income (£2,563,423.70), it was
estimated that 90% of additional sales income would be spent on
goods, services and wages through these two routes. It was assumed
that 50% of this would be channelled through each route.
Therefore:
£3,171,450.20 x 90% x 50% = £1,427,152.50
£1,427,152.50 x 1.5 – £1,427,152.50 = £713,576.20 spent in
the local supply chain
£3,171,450.20 x 90% x 50% = £1,427,152.50
£1,427,152.50 x 1.4 – £1,427,152.50 = £570,861.00 of wages
spent in the local economy
These results in additional jobs of 9.98 FTE calculated through the
following:
£713,576.20 + £570,861.00 / 128,681.80 = 9.98

£3,832,268 x 90% x 50% = £1,724,520.60
£1,724,520.60 x 1.4 – £1,724,520.60 = £689,808.20 of wages
spent in the local economy
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(£128,681.80 = average annual sales per employee)
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1 new business start-up

Week Two
U

Works to the Well Lane Opes encouraged one new business to take on
empty premises. Although a HERS grant was not specifically paid to
this business the owner of the business cited the improvements to the
Opes as a primary reason for locating there.

2 Training Schemes benefiting 15 local contractors
In June 2004 the project team for the Falmouth HERS and Penryn
Townscape Heritage Initiative organised two one-week traditional
building skills training programmes. These were open to local
contractors and all 15 who attended gained some form of qualification.
Many have continued their study at Cornwall Pool Redruth College
(School of the Built Environment) pursuing their NVQ levels 2 and 3. A
full report on the Course is provided in Appendix 3.

Phil Brown and Richard Marsh (the course tutors) outline different plastering
techniques to the trainees.

Extensive positive media coverage
Week One
It has been the intention of the HERS to boost the profile of the town
through pursuing a communications strategy that has generated media
coverage. On completion of the Scheme the Press Office at Objective
1 has been especially helpful in arranging a number of articles to
celebrate the achievements

Trainees from Quadron Services, Chough Construction and Bolitho Estate work
together under the watchful eye of course instructor Viv Stratton.
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Equal Opportunities
Improvements to the Falmouth Opeways have improved the public
perception of safety, creating a more secure environment, better
lighting, clearing overgrown vegetation and contribution to the provision
of CCTV. Public groups such as the Civic Society, disabled pressure
groups such as PANIC and the police have all provided advice. The
Opes provide a pedestrian route connecting the retail area with
residential areas, car parks and the sea and therefore locals and
visitors use them. This benefits everyone including women and
children. The improvements to the surfacing and provision of tactile
paving and handrails aid the elderly, infirm, those with disabilities
and pushchairs!
All this helps promote the town, helps encourage visitors and improves
the environment for those living and working in the area. It therefore
has a direct financial impact although this would be extremely difficult
to measure or record.
Grants for repairs to the buildings have been open to all. They have not
been means tested but have been totally dependent on the building
project fulfilling the criteria.
By improving access to the buildings and to shop fronts this must have
improved trade although again this would be difficult to measure.
The Falmouth HERS has been used by Objective 1 as a case study
for Best Practice guidance notes on Equal Opportunities.
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The purpose of this next section is to highlight a number of the
issues experienced during the setting up and management of the
Falmouth HERS. They demonstrate the complexity of the scheme
and describe how various problems were addressed.
4.1

Content

4.1.1

Target Buildings





When the list of target buildings was drawn up the condition and
degree of vacancy was carefully considered. However ownership
complications were only discovered once the scheme had
commenced. Many of the potential projects were three storied and
could have a different owner and leaseholder for each floor.
Consequently to repair a single building up to three grant
applications could be required. Further not all construction work
could be completed concurrently and could involve different agents
and contractors.
Another issue was the relationship between tenants and owners.
Not all tenants appreciated the inconvenience and disruption that
could be caused to their business when the owner of their building
undertook repairs. Further at the beginning of the project it was
found that several owners omitted to warn their tenants in advance,
and if the project over ran this caused considerable ill feeling.
Subsequently an informative was included with the grant offer to
ensure that grant recipients accepted the responsibility of informing
all those affected by the grant works.
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4.1.2

Changes to Schedules

As indicated in section 3.1 the initial take up was extremely slow. It was
anticipated that once a few projects were scaffolded, it would confirm
that the scheme was up and running and it would attract others to
come forward. Further it was necessary to maximise spend to avoid
loosing Single Regeneration Budget funding. Consequently a 10%
incentive was offered to the first few grantees that completed works
and made claims by the end of year 2. In addition, at this early stage,
two projects were added as they were ready to start.
The Project Officer spent much of his time during his first six months
talking to owners of target buildings. Many were reluctant to take up the
grant and there were few outputs achieved during this period. It was
tempting to make changes to the proposed list to ensure the
continuation of the scheme. However, within twelve months a large
proportion changed their minds. Eventually demand exceeded the
budget and resulted in a lower percentage being offered in order to
provide the maximum number of grants.
All additional projects to the target list fulfilled the criteria set down for
eligible buildings (see section 2.2). Although a full survey had been
carried out in October 1999 it had involved mostly external inspections.
Consequently those added were generally suffering from defects which
were not readily visible from street level or from a condition which had
been aggravated during the delay between survey and the later stages
of the project.
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4.2

Management

4.2.1

Recruitment Problems and Staffing

Each Project Officer has come from a different background and brought
differing qualities. Consequently although the staff changes have been
inconvenient, the project its self has not suffered.
4.2.2

Experience of running both the Falmouth HERS and Penryn THI have
led us to conclude that we had gravely underestimated the staffing
resources required for a project of this nature.
The budget had anticipated that the project officer would be employed
for a three year period splitting his/her time between the HERS and the
Penryn THI. The initial delay in confirmation of the Penryn funding
meant that the projects were unable to run concurrently. As a result the
Project Officer worked full time for almost a year on the HERS before
the THI started and will continue working for a further two years full
time on the THI after the HERS has been completed. This has
therefore increased the revenue costs, especially for the THI, at the
expense of capital projects. However it is now acknowledged that
without this investment in project support, neither of the schemes would
have succeeded.
In addition a dedicated project manager has also worked approximately
16 hours a week on these two complex projects. This time had not
been factored into the budget and the cost has been met entirely by
Carrick.
The need for administrative support had also not been appreciated
when drawing up the budget for the Falmouth HERS. This issue was
addressed with the Penryn THI and the part time post has proved
invaluable.
During the lifetime of the Falmouth HERS there have been three
project officers. It has been found that with the short term nature of the
post and its location in Cornwall, it has been difficult to retain staff and
to attract large numbers of applicants. This problem has also been
experienced by other Cornish Authorities. Fortunately however the
project has benefited from the appointments made.
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Statutory Consents

Although the grant offer made it clear that the applicant had to obtain
all necessary consents prior to works commencing on site, there were
a number of occasions where complications arose. To many grantees
and their agents, the fact that the project team were part of Carrick
District Council meant that many assumed it satisfactory to comply with
the conditions of the grant offer without ensuring that conditions on any
Planning or Listed Building Consents were discharged. Further as the
grant project was normally worked up in advance of applications for
Planning or Listed Building Consent or Building Regulation Approval,
there were occasions, especially with the latter, when the proposals
were amended and the grantee omitted to inform the Project Officer.
Consequently experience in managing the HERS scheme has
demonstrated the importance of all services and departments working
closely together.
4.2.3

Contractors and Agents

At the beginning of the HERS project, grantees found it very difficult to
find agents who were either capable or willing to submit grant
applications on their behalf. Eventually one local practice of Falmouth
surveyors acted as agents for over half of the projects.
Towards the end of the project it became more difficult to find
contractors who were willing to submit tender prices for the contracts.
This has become increasingly more difficult with the Penryn THI. The
reasons given have been that there is plenty of work around, the
complexity of the paperwork and meeting deadlines set down for
submitting tenders, for start dates and also for contract periods.
Regular meetings with the Project Officer and both the agents and
contractors were vital. Frequent site inspections ensured that if work
was not satisfactory or needed to be amended, the problem could be
rectified without delay or without the works going too far.
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4.2.4

Traditional Skills Training

The training scheme outlined in appendix 3 proved helpful improving
the skills base for local contractors and many were so enthused that
they have continued their training at Cornwall College. Other similar
training programmes are now being developed and offered in Cornwall

4.3

Funding

4.3.1

Initial Teething Problems

As one of the first projects of its type to gain funding under the
Objective One for Cornwall and Isles of Scilly, there were a number of
teething problems. These primarily related to the restriction on funding
for residential properties and the State Aid. Neither had been
considered when either the Implementation Bid or Business Plan were
produced or during initial discussions with owners of target properties.
Consequently the grant to 21A Arwenack Street, a grade II listed
building which was at extreme risk, was restricted, as it was not eligible
for the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) funding. This
then caused considerable problems in the calculation of match funding
throughout the project.
To avoid a repeat of many of the problems, when Stage 2 of the
Penryn THI was commissioned, the consultants were requested to
draw up the Heritage Lottery Fund bid concurrently with other requests
for match funding. This then enabled the project to take into
consideration the requirements of all funders in the business plan.
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The implications of State Aid were not appreciated until the HERS
project had been running for 18 months. There was very little advice
available to help the project office understand the extremely complex
European Union guidance which had been produced.
Eventually,
following hours of research the Annex 2 (Block exemptions Proforma
SMEs Aid No 70/2001) was forwarded to the State Aid Unit on
22.11.2001 and then advertised in the Official Journal. Guidance notes
were provided in the application pack, on the application form and on
the Carrick Web Site, explaining the implications to grantees. All
applicants were required to provide information confirming their
eligibility. The grant offer then confirmed their position. As no
notification was received concerning changes to procedures for HERS,
State Aid was taken into consideration throughout the project. During
the lifetime of the scheme 7 grants were awarded to Small or Medium
Sized enterprises (SMEs) under the deminimus block exemption and
12 were under 50%.

4.3.2

Profiling Spend

The financial management for the HERS has been extremely
complicated. This has largely been the result of having a number of
different match funders, each with different accounting systems. During
the period that the HERS and THI were running concurrently, the
Project Manager had to put in up to eight returns per quarter, plus
monthly returns for the Single Regeneration Budget, each with
progress reports that reflected the individual funders’ particular interest!
The Single Regeneration Budget 2 funding ran from 18 December
2000 to 31 March 2003, starting and ending before the other funders.
The percentage drawdown continually changed as a result of a slow
start and the need to ensure that the full £150,000 could be drawn
down. This meant continued reprofiling of the budgets.
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4.3.2

Profiling Spend

The European Regional Development Fund profile again had to be
adjusted regularly because of the slow start and further complicated the
drawdown of other funding as not all the HERS projects were eligible
for Objective 1 funding.
The English Heritage funding further complicated matters as, unlike
any of the other funders, it was based on offers made. Thankfully the
deadline for offers was extended and any savings made were allowed
to be fed back into the scheme. Had these allowances not been made,
the scheme would not have been able to draw down the entire match
funding. It should be emphasised that the English Heritage method was
extremely awkward to manage and its implications difficult to explain to
others involved in the scheme.
Eventually £930,405.75 of the £932,077 common fund was spent. The
final £1671.25 was unable to be offered and drawn down because of
the inflexibility of the system.

4.3.3

Clawback

The provisions of clawback have varied with each of the match funders.
The statutory provision for both the Local Authority and English
Heritage are set down in the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990. There was no formal arrangement set
down by Government Office South West for the ERDF funding while
the contract for the Single Regeneration Budget 2 funding set down
clawback requirements for an unlimited period of time. The issue
unfortunately deterred several owners of target buildings from taking up
grant funding. Further when valuations were sought for buildings where
ownership and tenancy varied from floor to floor, there were no simple
calculations. Even the carefully considered formulas used by the
Heritage Lottery Fund for THI funding proved unhelpful. To date there
have been no sales of grant aided buildings.
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4.3.4

Recording of Outputs

As outlined above in section 3, considerable time has been invested in
developing a methodology for recording outputs that demonstrate the
economic and regenerative benefits of a scheme such as the Falmouth
HERS. The greatest problem was the absence of guidance available
when the scheme was first planned and the vastly differing methods of
recording outputs practiced by the match funders.
It should be noted that even the most basic baseline data is calculated
differently. This includes information on whether the grant-aided
building is subdivided; if it is semidetached and a grant has been given
for both parts, this may count as either one or two buildings depending
on the funding body! Methods of calculating full time equivalent direct
temporary jobs in the construction trade differ between English
Heritage/ Single Regeneration Budget 2 and the European Regional
Development Fund, the former recording specific weeks worked and
requiring returns for this (see figure 9), the other using a calculation
relating to the total construction costs.
addition the Single
Regeneration Budget 2 funding required Inbeneficiaries of various
initiatives to be calculated and each funder has had their own
interpretation of outputs for sales safeguarded.
It should be emphasised that this has been a nightmare for quarterly
returns and has been an unnecessary drain on staff resources.
4.3.5

Audit Checks

Owing to the complexity of the funding and the number of different
projects, which were grant aided through the HERS, gathering
information for inspections, audit checks and for Customs and Excise
recording proved extremely time consuming. While accepting that such
an exercise is necessary it is suggested that match funders could
agree a procedure and perhaps nominate a single body to undertake
and oversee inspection. This would have the added advantage of
providing reassurance for these funding bodies with less experience in
such procedures.
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Figure 9 – Example of Returns Sheet developed for English
Heritage and Single Regeneration Budget returns

3. Number of full time equivalent construction jobs
(expressed as person-weeks NOT JOBS)

Returns Sheet No. 3
EMPLOYMENT DETAILS
Reference: HERS/02/PA76

Date…………………
Interim payment no………………….

29a Church Street
The aim of the Falmouth HERS is to encourage investment in
Falmouth town centre by regenerating the physical environment. To
record the success of the scheme the funders of the project require
certain information to be recorded. This includes numbers of direct
temporary or permanent jobs created.
Could you please complete the following information and
enclose it with each claim for grant payment [including interim
claims]. The figures must represent times relative to that
payment claim only.

1. Number of full time equivalent permanent jobs
created

Agent

(person-weeks)

Main contractor

(person-weeks)

Sub-contractor

(person-weeks)

Off-site manufacture

(person-weeks)

Other prof.(eg structural engineer)

(person-weeks)

If you have any queries concerning the above please contact the
project officer, Tim Kellett on 01872 224570.
WE WILL BE UNABLE TO PROCESS YOUR CLAIM
WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION

(A permanent job is one that is expected to last for at
least six months and excludes construction jobs).
2. Number of full time equivalent permanent jobs
safeguarded
(A safeguarded job is one that would have been lost
were it not for the HERS grant.)
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4.4

Results

4.4.1

Best Practice and Visits to the Project

The project has been upheld by a number of the match funders as an
example of good practice. The team have regularly provided advice to
other similar schemes with examples of guidance notes, application
forms, spread sheets, methods of recording outputs and repair
techniques. This has been by telephone, email and in person.

4.4.2

Environmental Enhancement

The proposals for the upgrading of the Falmouth Opes were somewhat
ambitious. Without the additional funding from the County Council and
the enthusiasm and expertise of the Project Officer, Tim Kellett, the
works would not have been completed.
In order to protect the investment and ensure that maintenance is
regularly carried out it will be important that the District Council and
County Council fulfil their undertakings. It is hoped that the newly
formed group, Take Pride in Falmouth will be able to enforce this.

We understand that the Finance Team at The Objective 1 office in
Plymouth used the Falmouth HERS as best practice in a visit to advise
on similar schemes in Malta and they also sent ECOTEC Research
and Consulting Ltd to study the Falmouth HERS and Penryn THI as
part of the mid-term evaluation of Objective 1 funding.
Visits have been made by various officials including a Scottish group at
the beginning of the project and a Slovenian delegation in July 2005,
the latter being organised by United Kingdom Trade and Investment,
an arm of the Department of Trade and Industry.
In September 2004 a presentation was arranged for 20 English
Heritage Inspectors to outline lessons learnt during the project.
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5.1

Safeguarding Investment- The Exit Strategy

5.1.1

Take Pride in Falmouth

Following increased complaints during Summer 2004 concerning litter,
refuse collection, dog fouling, town centre weeds and litter in the
harbour, Carrick District Council were requested to call a scrutiny
committee. A single Issue panel met in Falmouth and a Take Pride in
Falmouth Group was instigated with specific aim of targeting these
problems. This is a permanent partnership made up of County, District
and Town Council, local businesses, Harbour Commissioners, Maritime
Museum, Hotels Association and the Town Centre Manager.

The problem of graffiti has also been addressed through a partnership
working with the Youth Probation Service. This enables the service,
working with the Town Centre Manager and the police, to spend one
day in every two weeks to remove graffiti. Where urgent action is
required both Cory and the Youth Service will provide emergency
cover. Notice boards have also been erected to enable bodies to
display posters without bill posting.
The next stage is the setting up of a web site
www.takeprideinfalmouth.co.uk, the provision of advisory leaflets and a
hot line for reporting such breaches. This will link to other bodies such
as the County Council to enable other faults (eg lighting) to be
reported.

Frequency of emptying bins and problems with seagulls have been
addressed. Businesses are being encouraged to display the Take Pride
in Falmouth Logo and to wear the lapel badge. A voluntary code of
practice has been devised for shop fronts to encourage them to clean
paintwork and windows, put out their rubbish at appropriate times and
to clear weeds around their properties. Businesses are being advised
of collection times and encouraged to meet these. They are also
encouraged to adopt a bin to support the initiative
Reduction in seagull and other animal damage to business waste is
being achieved through a combination of changing times for collection,
greater personal responsibility for waste and enforcement. Carrick
District Council has established a new post of Waste Enforcement
Officer and discussions are continuing with the County Council
regarding the issue of weed control. The Falmouth Town Centre
Manager has worked with local groups such as Apollo 11 (working with
problem teenagers) who have weeded areas such as the Moor and
Church Street car park.
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5.1.2

Grant- Aided Buildings

The HERS contract specifically addressed the responsibility of the
grantee to maintain their building, paragraph 31 of the grant contract
stated ‘The applicant, freeholder or responsible lessee shall ensure
that the property is maintained fully and appropriately for a
period of three years in order to protect the investment of public
funds.’
However, the most pressing problem has been blocked gutters. It has
been observed that it takes under three months for a new gutter to
become completely blocked with vegetation and for grass to be
growing out of the top. Unfortunately, where three-storey properties
front onto narrow streets, congested with traffic, cleaning rainwater
goods can be awkward. Further, if the building is in multiple ownership
responsibility for the cleaning may not be in the hands of the grant
recipient. A cherry picker is now available to provide a service. All the
grant recipients have been contacted, advised of their responsibilities
and offered the option of having their gutters cleaned out for a
competitive fee. The problem with the rapid growth of vegetation is
attributed to Falmouth’s large seagull population. Improvements
introduced by Falmouth Pride regarding rubbish collection have already
had a dramatic impact on the gulls.
The locations of the grant aided properties have been marked as
constraints on the Planning mapping system. This will inform officers
dealing with any applications received for Planning Consent, Listed
Building Consent or issues relating to enforcement. In addition officers
involved in Property Searches have also been advised of addresses
and conditions relating to grant payments. If a search is made on any
of these properties the grant office/ conservation officer is notified.
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Blocked Gutters
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5.1.3

Opeways - The Upkeep and Surfacing of the Opes

The main issues to date have been weeds, litter, defective lighting and
surfacing. The latter has been a problem when other utilities have not
reinstated the grant aided resin bound top surface.
The Take Pride in Falmouth Initiative will address rubbish and weed
control and their hot line will provide a coordinated contact point.
Cornwall County Council has adopted the grant aided areas of the
Opes and has provided a written agreement to carry out necessary
repairs and resurfacing. The Town Centre Manager has undertaken to
act as a contact point, following up complaints.

5.2

Building on the HERS Project- The Planning Framework

5.2.1

Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan

The work was developed from the basis of developing an
understanding of the historic grain of each town and how and why they
have developed. By developing proposals through this approach it is
hoped they will be sensitive to the historic character of the settlements.
In effect this will take forward and build upon the theme of regeneration
through heritage started with the HERS scheme in Falmouth, to
strengthen the town centre by building upon its unique historic
character
By strengthening the retail core and local environment in an integrated
manner, the proposals will assist in ensuring the future maintenance
and viability of the buildings where improvements have been funded.


Pedestrianisation of lower Killigrew Street to provide a strong retail
focus for the centre.


Work is programmed for next financial year to start to review and
update the Conservation Area Appraisal for Falmouth, first published
as Supplementary Planning Guidance in October 1998. This will
develop the existing appraisal and use the additional resource provided
by the recently published Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey report for
Falmouth, and the forthcoming Falmouth and Penryn Area Action Plan.
The commissioning and content of the Appraisal will follow guidance
set down by English Heritage in their recent consultative reports
Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals (August 2005) and
Guidance on the Management of Conservation Areas (August 2005).

Relocation and redevelopment of the existing Tescos to Quarry car
park removing an existing poor quality building /providing the
potential for modern retail floor space to replace it and providing a
larger hook Tesco store at an extended Quarry car park to provide
added draw for the centre.



Public realm enhancements for quay waterfront areas



Redevelopment of Church Street car park and greater
pedestrianisation of the main shopping street. Some additional car
parking in a discrete car park at Well lane.

5.2.2



Options for strengthening the draw and attraction of the Falmouth’s
National Maritime Museum and townscape of the Grove Place area
to provide a stronger leisure visitor attraction.

The Falmouth and Penryn Area Action Plan

To take forward future planning of the area Carrick have, in partnership
with Cornwall County Council and the South West Regional
Development Agency commissioned consultants to develop the action
plan for Falmouth and Penryn. The consultants, Terrence O’Rourke,
have focused on key themes and areas of change including the
challenges of continuing the regeneration of the town centre, a strategy
for the waterfront and maximising the benefits of the university.
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This work will be subject to further consultation and finally tested at
examination by independent inspector but is aimed at strengthening
and bringing together a clear strategy for the towns.
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5.3

Ongoing and New Initiatives

These include;


Ponsharden Maritime Project and associated Park and Float, (a
£3.3m scheme with public funding provided by Objective 1, South
West Regional Development Agency, County and District Council).
Opportunities will be further extended in summer 2006 when it will
be possible to use the ferry without restrictions imposed by the
tides.



The establishment of the Combined University in Cornwall (CUC)
Campus at Tremough on the outskirts of Penryn.



Pendennis Castle Barrack Block refurbishing the Royal Artillery
Barrack block at the castle.



Seafront enhancements at Gyllanvase in Falmouth.



The South West Regional Development Agency’s refurbishment of
the Bridon Ropes warehouse in the Falmouth Docks to provide
new accommodation for Falmouth Maritime School.



Carrick District Council led repairs and refurbishment of Princess
Pavilion and Glyndune Gardens.



Fal river links project (see below)



Rebranding of Falmouth to Truro branch line (see below)



Future projects will hopefully include Falmouth Docks where
investment is sought for dredging and a dedicated cruise ship
terminal which would then provide monies to reinvest in the docks
infrastructure
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5.4 The Impact of the Falmouth HERS and Other Initiatives
Other than for the specific HERS target projects it would be difficult to
identify exactly which improvements to the town and its businesses
could be directly attributed to the Falmouth HERS. However the
scheme, with other regenerative initiatives, has stimulated a readily
identifiable increase in a sense of pride, particularly within the business
sector. As a result the newly formed Take Pride in Falmouth campaign
is set to gather further momentum.
Following the repair and enhancement of prominent historic buildings
and opeways, the HERS has encouraged many other owners to invest
in their properties. This is especially evident when the photographic
survey of the target area, taken in 1999, is compared with today. Now
there is seldom a time when scaffolding is not evident somewhere in
the main street.
The promotion of the town as a vibrant shopping destination is to be
reflected in a new guide that is being prepared for the forthcoming
tourist season. A new data base is being developed for all businesses
in the town and will eventually be accessed via the Take Pride website
(www.takeprideinfalmouth.co.uk) and the Falmouth Tourist Information
Centre.
The improvement in the quality of the built environment continues to
attract new businesses into the town such as Costa Coffee, new art
galleries, hairdressers and new restaurants. This in turn attracts more
visitors.
A Business Improvement District is proposed for Falmouth and will be
led by the Town Centre Manager. If successful, earlier indications have
shown business support, monies raised would further enhance the
appearance of the town with additional cleaning of the streets and
opeways. A subsidised gutter cleaning service could also be provided.
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Falmouth’s Shopmobility Scheme is the only one in the County.
Organised by the Town Centre Manger and sponsored by Specsavers,
Marks and Spencers and Horizon Mobility (a local manufacturer based
in Penryn), it increases the accessibility of the town. This service has
been complimented by the work of the HERS, which has improved
disabled access to shops, and several of the Opes.
The growth of Falmouth as an international cruise ship destination has
no doubt been aided by the Objective I funding of Destination
Southwest which aims to promote and raise the profile of the
Southwest Atlantic Seaboard within the cruise industry. However
through Falmouth Docks, 55 cruise ships will visit in 2006 bringing
some 53,000 passengers to the town. The improvements to the town
centre and absence of vacant shops has meant that Falmouth is
popular with passengers, particularly Americans. This in turn
encourages all-year round spend in the town which is vital to the local
economy.

Interestingly the Terrence O’Rourke, the consultants commissioned to
produce the Area Action Plan for Falmouth and Penryn, commented of
Falmouth that they knew of no other town of comparable size with such
a long high street and with virtually no vacant shops and such strong
and vibrant independent businesses. However they also warned of
Falmouth’s vulnerability, especially at extremities of the retail areas,
hence the importance of a successful strategic framework.
5.5

Messages to Pass On

The HERS scheme has generally been deemed successful as
demonstrated by the feedback from grantees (section 3.5) and the
increased sense of ownership shown by the formation of such
organisations as Take Pride in Falmouth. The grant team has started a
steep learning curve, which will continue with the Penryn THI, and it is
hoped that the issues raised in section 4 of this report will prove of
interest to both funders and administrators of similar schemes.

The Fal-River Links scheme, which co-ordinates all the ferry operators
in the Fal Estuary, promotes Falmouth as an important destination for
visitors travelling from Truro and St Mawes. The improved town centre
has meant that in 2005 there were more private ferry operators working
from Prince of Wales Pier than ever before.

5.6

The newly rebranded Falmouth to Truro rail branch line, renamed the
Maritime Line, has experienced a year on year increase in passenger
numbers since 2000. Rail literature promotes Falmouth not only as a
maritime destination, but as an attractive historic town centre with
vibrant shops, restaurants and the Real Ale trail draws visitors’
attention to many of the town’s popular pubs.

Tim Kellett, the first Project Officer was responsible for getting the
project off the ground, bringing the majority of the projects forward and
for designing and co-ordinating the majority of the environmental
enhancements. Gerard Ball, our second Project Officer ably continued
Tim’s work and brought the final projects to completion with Chris
Matthews, our Penryn Project Officer mopping up the final pieces.

Falmouth HERS Team

The Falmouth HERS team has been led by the Project Manager,
Alyson Cooper, who submitted the original bid and has continued
involvement throughout to the writing of this report.

Our thanks also go to Pat Salem and Kelly Henderson-Morris who have
provided extremely valuable administrative backup, designed reports
and presentations and kept things going
Back in Carrick’s Finance Team Kevin Lean has monitored our budgets
and spend and Peter Rugg, Falmouth Town Centre Manager, has been
extremely helpful in providing a link with many of the businesses.
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CALCULTATION OF OUTPUTS
Confidential Information
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 2 MARKET STRAND, FALMOUTH
This property is one half of a mid 19th century
town house later converted to a pair of shops. The
central blank window on the first floor is probably
original, there is a wall behind, dividing the upper
two reception rooms. This project involved
reinstating details to the Victorian shopfront with a
new lead capping, new half glazed door and
fanlight. Work to the front was completed with
minor pointing repairs, removing unwanted
brackets and fixings, cast iron rainwater goods
and a handpainted sign. Re-roofing with natural
slate was one of the options but this was omitted
at a late stage owing a limit of funding available.
With some minor repairs undertaken however
should retain a further ten years or so of useful
life.

Below - Before Works
Front elevation onto Market Strand

The gable was a little more difficult, fixing slate
hanging to protect an old single skin of decaying
brickwork. The chimneys were also rebuilt and
render repaired.
Total grant paid £17,924

Above – Works completed
Gable with rebuilt chimneys and slate hanging

Right- Works Completed
Front elevation showing repaired shopfront
and hand painted sign.
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 3 HIGH STREET, FALMOUTH
The Old Town Hall stands at the top of High
Street. It is listed grade 11* in recognition of its
architectural and historic importance. Originally
built in 1710 as a Congregational Chapel, it
became Falmouth’s Town Hall from 1715 to 1864
and then later became a shop.
The grant was able to contribute to urgent works
to the roof, reslating the front elevation and
repairing the sides and rear, repairs and
reinstatement of the parapets, lead valleys and
abutments, joinery repairs and rainwater goods.
This then enabled the building to start to dry out
and for extensive works to be executed to the fine
eighteenth plaster ceilings, which were carried out
largely at the owner’s expense.

Below – Before Works
The Old Town Hall

Total grant £15,940

Right – Works Completed
Repaired eighteenth century plaster ceiling
Above – Before Works
Water penetration had caused considerable
Internal damage.
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 4 LOWER QUAY HILL, FALMOUTH
The upper floors of 4 Lower Quay was largely
empty when works commenced, the basement
and part of the ground floor used as a
nightclub.
The grant contributed towards reinstatement of
timber sliding sashes on the front elevation
and leadwork to the roofs of the bay windows,
repairs to the render and to the main roof,
improvements to the signage and lighting and
cast iron rainwater goods.
The owner
upgrading the interior at his own cost and the
new restaurant were then responsible for
further investment when they converted the
upper floors for the new use. As a result these
works have contributed to the local economy
and have pump primed a new business which
provides local employment.

Below – Before Works

Total grant £16,893.57

Above – After works
Replacement timber sash
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Above – Works Completed

3

INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 7 ARWENACK STREET, FALMOUTH
7 Arwenack Street, a grade II listed building, forms
part an important group of early nineteenth
century townhouses close to the Church of St
Charles the Martyr.
The grant contributed towards the removal of the
artificial slate roof replacing it with traditional
Cornish scantle slate, wet laid in random widths
and diminishing courses. The traditional
slatehanging on the rear was renewed maintaining
the wonderful rich texture, which is visible from the
waterfront, and the front windows were reinstated
to the original design, the detailing based on
surviving examples in adjoining properties. The
rainwater goods were replaced in cast iron, the
lime render was repaired and renewed where
necessary and chimneys rebuilt, reinstating clay
pots to enhance the roofscape. Over the years the
leaking roof had caused damage and the grant
contributed to repairs to the roof structure and
internal plasterwork. This enabled the underused
upper floors to be brought back into use.

Below – Before Works

Total Grant £49,412

Left – Works Completed
New second floor window to original
design.
Completed roof and chimney.
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Above – Works Completed

4

INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 8/9 HIGH STREET, FALMOUTH
The grant-aided works achieved dramatic
improvements to 8 and 9 High Street, two
nineteenth century town houses at the top of
High Street. The shop front to number 9 had
been replaced in the 1970s and historic
photographs were used to ensure that its
replacement was authentic. Unfortunately the
shopfront to number 8 was in separate
ownership and did not come forward as a grant
project. The upper floors of both properties were
addressed. The cement render on the left was
replaced with lime stucco, carefully reinstating
incised lines. A specialist conservator made
plaster mounded surrounds for the windows
openings and all the sashes were repaired as
necessary. Cast iron rainwater goods were
installed, the door to the Ope was replaced and
both buildings were redecorated.

Below – Before Works

Total grant £15,005

Left:
Historic photograph was used to inform
the detailing of the replacement
shopfront.
Above – Works Completed
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 16/17 CHURCH STREET, FALMOUTH
The original shopfront was probably the worst in
Falmouth. This project has brought a significant
improvement to the street scene.
Originally a townhouse built in the early 19th century this
building was radically altered in the late 1920’s. At this
point the first floor structure was raised to create a tall
shop, replacing a smaller Victorian shopfront and the
second floor structure was completely removed,
creating a very high ceilinged upper floor, probably
used as a meeting room or restaurant. In these
changes the cills of the original first floor windows were
raised changing the proportions of the front elevation.

Below - Before Works
External shutters truncated first floor
windows and complete with buddleia
growing out of rotten shopfront

In this project the windows were restored to their
original height and new joinery constructed to the
pattern displayed in an old photograph. A complete new
shopfront was created based on typical details of similar
period shopfronts on the main street.
Total Grant £17,250

Left - Works Completed
Detail of shopfront showing corbel
bracket on top of panelled pilaster, and
projecting moulded cornice. The fascia
has been effectively reduced in depth.
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Above - Works Completed
New shopfront in a traditional design working well with a
contemporary skate and surf clothes retailer

6

INDIVIDUAL REPORTS - 21a ARWENACK STREET, FALMOUTH

This building is a hidden gem, displaying the special
th
distinctiveness of a West Cornwall, early 19
century house. It is set behind the buildings fronting
onto Arwenack St., access is via an opeway
between Nos.20 and 21. [This opeway originally
continued down to the waterfront].
This building had been derelict for many years,
water had been pouring through holes in the roof
and the slate hanging. The front and sides of the
building are timber framed and suffered from
extensive wet rot. Structural repair was required, to
the timber framing, floors and the roof structure. The
roof and cladding has been completely renewed in
wet laid scantle slating, using oak pegs and lime
mortar to secure them over the laths. The slates are
from Trevillett Quarry, with random widths and laid
in diminishing courses.

Below – Before Works
A view of the roof in its original state, overlooking
Arwenack Street properties. A terrace of buildings
on New Street sit over the
back of this property.

Below
The annex before and completely re-built with
scantle slate and timber cladding

The joinery has been repaired wherever possible,
piecing in new timber profiles – note the two types
of sliding sash window on the property.
One outbuilding, even more derelict has been
completely rebuilt, with scantle slating and purpose
made timber cladding to the original profile. Other
work included re-roofing an annex, new gates, lime
rendering, cast iron rainwater goods and slate
canopy.
Total grant paid was £52,139.
Above – The front elevation shortly before
completion,
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 22 HIGH STREET, FALMOUTH
22 High Street forms part of a group of
nineteenth century listed buildings with shops
on the ground floor and flats above. The shop
front had been replaced some years previously
and the slate cladding did little to enhance the
street scene! The detailing of the new shop
front was based on earlier surviving examples
and the display window was brought forward
both to improve the appearance and also
provide additional retail space. However it was
impossible to bring it out to its original line
because of the narrow width of the pavement.

Below – Before Works

The grant contributed towards joinery repairs
to the windows, shopfront, render repairs,
rainwater goods and redecoration.
With the grant aided projects on the opposite
side of the road (33 and 34), together with
those further up High Street (number 3, 8 and
9), the Falmouth HERS has made a
considerable impact on this area.
Total grant £10,500

Right – Completed Works
The new shopfront has made a considerable
difference to the street scene
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Above – Works Completed
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 33 HIGH STREET
Below – Works Completed

33 High Street, a nineteenth century
townhouse was in serious need of urgent
attention and was one of the first Falmouth
HERS projects to be completed. The
bressumer above the shop front required
structural repair to prevent the upper floor
from collapsing into the road and bringing
part of the adjoining property with it.
In addition to these works, the grant also
contributed towards the replacement of
later front windows with more authentic 16
pane sashes, replacement of the shop
front with a design based on earlier
detailing,
repairs
to
the
stucco,
reinstatement of cast iron rainwater goods
and rebuilding of the chimney and
reinstating clay chimney pots.
The front elevation was then repainted in
Keim breathable paints.
Eighteen months later the adjoining
property, 34 High Street, was grant aided
together with 22 High Street on the
opposite side. The improvements make a
considerable difference to the streetscene.

Above – Before Works
The original frontages of No. 33 & 34 High Street

Total grant paid was £18,163

Right - Before Works
Original shopfront with failing bressumer above
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Left – Works Completed
Final shopfront detailing
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 34 ARWENACK STREET, FALMOUTH
This late 19th Century building sits in a very
prominent position at the top of Lower Quay Hill. It is
a 19th Century building with a tall shopfront and
lower ground floor housing a bar. The building was
in a very poor condition with significant cracking to
render around windows, a badly bodged repair to
parapet and gutter. The joinery was in very poor
condition especially to the shopfront. The very poor
appearance of the bar entrance with its plastic
canopy and plethora of signs did nothing to improve
the impression.
The project rebuilt sections of the shopfront to the
original patterns and took the opportunity to make
some design improvements to integrate the bar
entrance. The render above was extensively
repaired, removing corroding ironwork that was
causing the cracking. The parapet was rebuilt and
the parapet gutter properly re-leaded. Render
mouldings to window surrounds and cornice were
reinstated.

Below – Works Complete
A more imposing corner building awaiting hand painted
signage

Above - Before Works
Caught on a sunny day but the condition is
still apparent.

Total grant paid £25,600

Right - Works in Progress
Timber moulds in place for rebuilding the
rendered cornice
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Left - Works in Progress
Re-building the cornice and fascia mouldings
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 34 HIGH STREET, FALMOUTH
34 High Street, together with its neighbour
number 33, had serious problems resulting
from the failure of the bressumer above the
shopfront. This could have resulted in
collapse of the front elevation. The grant was
able to contribute towards these works
together with works to the windows, repairs
to the render and chimneys, cast iron
rainwater goods and the replacement of the
corrugated sheeting, with Cornish slate.

Below – Works Completed

Together this has made a substantial
difference to both High Street and to the
view from the Opeway to the side of No 34.
By grant aiding a group of properties in High
Street, the project has been able to
maximise its impact on this part of Falmouth.
Total grant £16,500

Above – Before Works

Right – Before & After Works
Rear elevation before and after. A
noticeable difference!
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 39 ARWENACK STREET, FALMOUTH
Below – Works Completed

This Nineteenth Century grade 11 listed
building was given a new lease of life with a
relatively small grant. This contributed to
repairs and partial replacement of the
traditional Cornish scantle slate roof on the
front elevation, new rainwater goods and
repairs to the brick chimney.
The front render and shopfront were repaired
and repainted and much of the clutter on the
ground floor removed.
The total grant was £6,878.

Above – Before Works

Above – Works Completed
View from above showing the repairs to the
traditional scantle slate roof
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 42 CHURCH STREET, FALMOUTH
This nineteenth century grade II listed
building was suffering from a leaking roof
and the peeling paint and cracked render
on the front gave it an air of neglect. The
grant contributed towards the removal of
the artificial slate roof, replacing it with
traditional Cornish scantle slate, wet laid in
random widths and diminishing courses.
The modern paint was removed and the
render was repaired and redecorated using
a more sympathetic Keim paint. On the
rear the dormer window was renewed and
the artificial cladding replaced with Cornish
slate, making a considerable difference to
the appearance from the waterfront.

Below - Before Works

Mount Edgcumbe Hospice, the Cancer
charity which operate from this property
are delighted with the changes. They are
now able to fully use the upper floors and
the changes in the colour of the shopfront
and alterations to the fascia and stallriser
greatly improve their shopfront.
Total grant £31,134

Above – Completed Dormer
Above – Completed Roof and Chimney
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Above – Completed Works
Front elevation with repaired render and new roof.
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 44 ARWENACK STREET, FALMOUTH

Falmouth Harbourmasters Office is a
building that has undergone much
change over the years. Originally an
th
early 19 century town house with a later
Victorian shopfront added on Arwenack
Street. Overlooking Custom House Quay
the ground floor elevation is obviously
much older with different detailing and
altered openings in the stonework.
Much of the softer killas rubble stonework
was deteriorating, not just because of the
exposed position but also because of
recent hard cement pointing. This was
carefully removed and new lime mortar
pointing reinstated. The roof was partly in
old asbestos cement slate and part in
even older local slate, patched and
cement washed. This needed complete
renewal and was ‘wet-laid’ using single
size Cornish slate to the specification of
the older existing roof covering.

Before Works
Roof top view of the original patched and
leaking roof at the junction with the
Quayside Inn

Other work included shopfront repair,
cast iron rainwater goods, carpentry and
new leadwork to the shopfront roof and
valley gutter.
Total grant paid £48,798
Works Completed
The completed scheme looking at the rear of the building
facing onto Custom House Quay

Works in Progress
Lead roof to shopfront being
re-instated

Works in Progress
Close-up of the new lime
pointing
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – 29 CHURCH STREET, FALMOUTH
Works to Normandy House, a Grade ll listed
building, were executed in two stages. The first
grant contributed to the reroofing of the front
and rear slopes, replacing the covering in
traditional wet laid scantle slate in random
widths and diminishing courses. The windows
were repaired, chimneys rebuilt, cast iron
rainwater goods replaced and walls repointed
and rerendered where necessary.

Below – Before Works

On the ground floor, the shops were in
separate ownership and grant aided works
commenced two years later. Here the two
shop windows, which had been replaced
somewhat unsympathetically, were redesigned
to reflect the quality of the building as a whole.
The shopfronts were brought forward to their
original position with the additional benefit of
creating more commercial space. The overall
result has been a very positive improvement to
the streetscape, greatly enhancing the setting
of adjoining listed buildings.
Grant for upper floors £40,445
Below – Works in Progress
Roof Underway.

Above - Works almost Complete

Works Complete
Front roof complete with new scantle slate roof.
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – ‘GROVE HOTEL’ GROVE PLACE, FALMOUTH
The Grove Hotel is situated opposite the
National Maritime Museum for Cornwall. It is
the end property of a terrace of town houses
built around 1840, now listed Grade II.

Below – Completed Works

This project re-roofed the property in local
slate, there is extensive new lead work to
two valley gutters, cornices and the elegant
curved lead roof to the porch; the stucco has
been repaired, including careful restoration
work to window canopies and brackets.
Joinery repairs have been undertaken to all
sash windows and front entrance doors. The
building has been completely redecorated
and the perspex box sign replaced by
elegant metal letters.
Total grant £40,282.00
Above – Before Works

Below – Completed Works
New roof in local slate and lead valley
gutter.

Above – Completed Works
Restored canopy and brackets.
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – ‘THE STORE’ NEW STREET, FALMOUTH
The Store, a nineteenth century stone
building, had stood empty and derelict for a
number of years. Close to the car park and
Well Lane Ope it is in a prominent position
and contributes to the Townscape.
The Falmouth HERS scheme has been able
to contribute to its repair, helping the owners,
The Falmouth Arts Centre, convert it into an
artist’s studio. The original scantle slate roof
was beyond repair. The roof trusses were
repaired and strengthened and a new
covering of Cornish scantle slate was laid.
The chimney stack was partly rebuilt, the
windows renewed using the existing as
templates and the front and rear elevations
repointed. The transformation is dramatic.
The Arts Society has financed all the internal
works of conversion and this delightful
building now has a new use.
Total grant £29,518

Above & Below – Before Works

Above – Works Complete
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS – FALMOUTH WOMEN’S INSTITUTE
13 – 14 Webber Street is a 18th Century stone
rubble and stucco fronted townhouse that was
remodelled possibly in 1917. It is now home to
the Falmouth branch of the Women’s Institute..

Left – Before Works

Grant funded works included the complete
renewal of the front slope of the main roof in
new Cornish slate, laid in random widths and
diminishing courses. The metal roof lights were
replaced with more sympathetic conservation
equivalents. Joinery repairs included those to
the striking timber tripartite arched and
transomed windows on the first floor.
Repairs and redecoration of the stucco, repairs
to the slate hanging at the rear, re-building of the
chimney and replacement of the rainwater
goods in cast iron completed the restoration of
this important building.
Total grant paid was £20,500

Above – Works Complete
Canopy fully restored and repainted

Above – Works Complete
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OPEWAYS – FISH STRAND HILL
Fish Strand Quay connects Market Street and Church Street to the
residential terraces above. The grant aided works included repairing
traditional original detail and resurfacing using a resin bound
aggregate, erection of new specially designed hand rails and providing
new street lighting.
Prior to Works

Works Completed
A finished view looking down the steps
at the turn of the Opeway and showing
the new street lighting.

Finished detailing

New surfacing
and railings

New cobbles
infront of
houses

New Seating

Fish Strand Hill prior to works
commencing. The granite drainage
channels shown here were repaired
and reinstated.

New setts have replaced the grass verge at the top of the Opeway by the
substation.
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OPEWAYS – WEBBER HILL
Webber Hill provides an important pedestrian route for those using the
Quarry car park and for locals who live in the terraces above. It is
therefore one of the most well used Opes. The grant scheme was able
to finance the re-surfacing, repairing traditional materials and steps,
erect new handrails designed specifically for the purpose and, working
with the Town Council, improve access to the Falmouth Art Gallery.

Completed Works
New Signpost at entrance to the Ope
manufactured by a local mason using
granite from a nearby quarry.

Prior to Works

Walkers using the completed
Opeway

Surfacing works in progress
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Entrance to Falmouth
Art Gallery with
improved access.
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OPEWAYS – WELL LANE
Prior to Works

Works Completed
Opeway with complete fish barrier at the entrance. The grant aided works included new
and improved lighting, erection of specially designed handrails, seating and specially
commissioned artwork.

Entrance to Well Lane prior to work commencing. The barrier here was replaced with a
specially commissioned design by a local artist. The levels were altered to accommodate
a ramped slope into the restaurant, thereby providing disabled access.

The lower section of Well Lane
connects Church Street with
Church Street car park and the
upper section provides
pedestrian access from the car
park to the residential terraces
above. Small commercial units
on Well Lane provide added
vitality.

Gate of upper section: specially
commissioned design
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OPEWAYS – FOUNTAINS COURT
Mid stage of Opeway Finished

Fountains Ope provides an important pedestrian link from the shopping
area of Market Street to the residential streets above. Prior to wok
commencing it was one of the most poorly lit and surfaced Opes in
Falmouth. It suffered from graffiti and fly posting and was a known
escape route for shoplifters.
Grant aided works included the provision of new and improving lighting.
The whole Opeway was resurfaced in a hard wearing resin buff
aggregate. Gully gratings were added to avoid litter blockage. A new
specially designed barrier was erected at the top of the steps and areas
of overgrown vegetation were cleared and the fencing erected.
Prior to Works

Works Completed
Lower covered part of the Opeway prior to work commencing
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OPEWAYS – SMITHICK HILL
Works to Smithick Hill included resurfacing in a resin bound aggregate,
repairs to the surviving granite drainage channels, reinstating as
necessary, new cobbled surface, new lighting and the erection of new
handrails.

Works Completed
Left: Finished Opeway looking South

The planning authority are currently investigating the derelict site to the
west and any damage to the Opeway caused, as a result to nearby
development, will be reinstated.
Prior to Works

Below: Finished view looking down ,
showing cobbling and handrail
Opeway before works commenced.

Uneven surface of Opeway with surviving
granite channels which were repaired and
reinstated where necessary.
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Left: New cobbled surface enhancing the
surviving granite drainage channels.
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OPEWAYS – UPTON SLIP
Upton Slip is one of the most distinctive of the Falmouth Opes, greatly
enhanced by the textured surfaces of the slate-hung buildings and the
figure head, Amy, which dominates the lower end. The HERS funding
concentrated on improving the lighting using modern well designed
units, erecting new handrails, repairing existing traditional flooring
materials and applying a resin bound aggregate surface over the
previously uneven tarmac.

Handrails erected to aid pedestrians at the lower end of Church Street car park

The figurehead Amy and bowsprit projecting from the Bosun’s

New lighting and resurfacing
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Slate-hung elevations to
Upton Slip
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OPEWAYS – BELLS COURT
Bells Court runs south west of Market Street, (opposite Boots) to the residential
terraces above. The works to the Opeway concentrated on the lower section. The
area was resurfaced using a resin bound buff aggregate and the steps were
remodelled to provide an access ramp, thereby helping the elderly and disabled.
Lighting was improved and overgrown vegetation cleared.

Works Completed

Prior to Works

View to club prior to work commencing

Working Men’s Club showing new ramp and rails.
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SKILLS TRAINING COURSE
IN BRIEF
During a two-week period in June of this year a very innovative and
inspired scheme was taking place ‘live’ within a charming but
dilapidated Penryn cottage. From an initial idea hatched in 2003 fully
comprehensive building skills programme had now been devised.
It was soon realised at the beginning of the Townscape Initiative
Scheme that sourcing traditional materials and the people skilled in
using them can be somewhat of a difficult task.
After agreeing with the Bolitho Estate (the owners of 2 Church Hill,
Penryn) that the property was eligible for grant aid, this in turn
presented the ideal opportunity to (a) utilise experienced Cornish
conservation specialists and (b) to provide a training forum for local
contractors. Although the Bolitho Estate would be using their own team
of contractors for the renovation project, it was agreed that for 2 weeks
during June 2004 skilled specialists would provide a ‘hands on’ training
course for local contractors.
The key aims for the course would be to cover the broad principles and
basic techniques of masonry, roofing and plastering. To provide a
mixture of basic theory and practical ‘hands-on’ experiences, which
would in turn, raise awareness in traditional building methods as well
as increasing practical skill levels.

THE COURSE
Initial discussions for the planning of the course took place in early
September 2003, skilled craftsmen and recognised professionals were
enlisted for advice and course collaboration. Viv Stratton from Cornwall
Pool Redruth College (School of the Built Environment) took the helm
as course tutor.

Viv’s main responsibilities would include setting up the course
documentation and all other administrative duties required to provide
the NVQ qualification for the course candidates. Additionally, Viv would
act as the principal course instructor, his own area of expertise being
craft masonry and traditional scantle slate roofing. Viv had many years
of experience as a skilled craftsman having left school at 15 to begin a
6 year apprenticeship with a local building company in St. Ives where
he worked alongside older craftsmen from whom he learned so much.
Such was his competence and enthusiasm that by the age of 21 he
was made site foreman and was running his own projects. From there
he spent the following years working on larger projects within the
county such as schools, hospitals and MOD projects during which time
he built up a vast knowledge of traditional building materials. In 1981,
Viv joined Cornwall College as a tutor where he subsequently created
and ran the Craft Mason course, which at that time was the first of its
type in the country. It was whilst working with Cornwall College, Viv
visited the Isles of Scilly and undertook training courses on masonry
and scantle roofing in an attempt to instruct the islanders on how to
maintain their building in the traditional manner. As a result of this, Viv
has put together a highly informative paper on scantle slating as an aid
memoir for future students.
Assisting Viv would be Richard Marsh, Richard is a keen
conservationist who has provided a specialist service in the repair of
stone, plaster and renders for many years. He has been involved in
the repair of Wells Cathedral and was the manager of the Wells
Conservation Centre before staring his own Conservation Company.
His knowledge of preservation and the skills required for renovation
would provide a strong grounding for the course. Alongside Viv and
Richard would be Phil Brown. Phi set up the Cornish Lime Company a
number of years ago after re-discovering first hand advantages of using
lime as a building material and encountering difficulties in procuring it.
He is now one of the country’s largest suppliers of lime and sand
products, most of which are sourced from St. Astier in Normandy.
Phil’s understanding of the different types of lime and sand and their
relative characteristics was invaluable as was his tremendous
enthusiasm for the subject.
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SKILLS TRAINING COURSE
Supporting the tutoring team would be Alyson Cooper - Conservation
Officer, Tim Kellett Conservation Project Officer who handed over to
Gerard Ball - Conservation Project Officer and Pat Salem as Project
Coordinator both from Carrick County Council. Other key team
members would include, The Building Owners:- The Bolitho Estate,
Building Construction Manager:- Keith Hargreaves and Project
Architect:- John Harvey.
Once the building had been assessed by the course tutors the course
outline was devised. The overall aim of the course was to increase the
resource of traditional building skills within the region, which would in
turn go some way in matching the demand for the appropriate
maintenance and repair of its historic stock.
The course was
envisaged to act as a pilot project for a regional training initiative.
Discussions had taken place with other conservation officers in the
county, Cornwall Pool Redruth College and Cornwall Pool Redruth
Regeneration Company in hope that a series of training courses may
be set up to secure the needs of different districts within the local area.
The overall project objectives were to provide specialist training in
traditional building skills and to ensure that:




The special character and local distinctiveness of historic buildings
is maintained in accordance with government legislation and
regional policies.
Compatible materials and construction methods are used to
maintain the performance and prolong the useful life of historic
structures.
Trainees and their employing companies can ‘up skill’ in
specialised techniques to increase their ability to take on a wider
range of building contracts.
Trainees can earn an NVQ unit on ‘maintenance and
refurbishment’ and obtain a college certificate to improve their
prospects for future employment.

The course was designed as such that the attending trainees would be
awarded an appropriate NVQ qualification and receive certificates from
Cornwall College. It was agreed from the outset that the only charge to
be made for the course would be the thirty five pounds required to
cover the NVQ qualifications.
The training course would take place over a two week period. The first
week would cover roof construction, here masons and roofers would be
trained in masonry repair, consolidation and scantle slate roofing. The
trainees would be shown traditional construction techniques, helped to
understand options for repair and learn how to identify basic causes for
the decay of both internal and external timbers. Practical sessions
would include, measuring and sizing slates, holing the slates,
measuring the roof. Making the scantle, setting out and marking of the
roof, lathing the roof. Bedding the scantle slates and final bedding of
the ridge tiles into position. The course could facilitate approximately
10-20 trainees.
The second week of the training course would look at the internal lime
and cob plastering. Here the trainees would be involved in diagnosing
and identifying decay in areas and employing correct materials for
repair. The application of different lime mortar mixes would be shown
and discussed as well as the selection and use of appropriate tooling
equipment. Trainees would be active in preparing the cob and putty
lime and taught appropriate usage and application. Practical sessions
would include, removing loose and blown plaster work and
rendering/plastering the internal walls to match existing. This element
of the course could facilitate approximately 6-8 trainees.
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SKILLS TRAINING COURSE
FUNDING
It was agreed that the PENRYN THI would meet the principle funding
of the course. This would cover tutor costs for Richard Marsh and Phil
Brown, it would also cover Viv Stratton's costs which would include
course tuition, publicity, registration, course materials and kit. The cost
of building materials used during the training course, including
scaffolding for the roofing, slates, laths and lime plaster for the internal
works were provided by the Bolitho Estate as part of the overall
building project materials quota.

SPONSORSHIP
Many local business’s were contacted in the hope that they would
actively support the training course, by supplying or donating the much
needed building materials.
Although several companies were
approached only one came to fruition, this was the Cornish Lime
Company. Phil Brown kindly donated a variety of sand, lime and
aggregate types as well as samples of natural and synthetic hair
reinforcing for the internal lime plaster work. These different material
types were of great interest to the trainees who had perhaps previously
only experienced those more commonly used in general construction.

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY
Once the course had been designed and the content agreed, the next
stage was to contact local contractors for whom the training would be
beneficial. All team members pooled their knowledge and experience,
a course flyer was then created outlining all the key elements of the
course, content, dates and timings, cost and qualifications to be gained
etc. From here the following companies were contacted:-

Clark & Son
Scarce & Company
Marrick Builders
Neil Lockburn
Forrester
Percy Williams & Sons
Kevin Toy
Quadron Services

Mid Cornwall Roofing Contractors
Chough Construction
Nova Construction
Mid County Contrustuction
KPK Building & Joinery Contractors
The Bolitho Estate
S J Quick

It was agreed at this time (beginning of April 2004) to release a press
statement, this would raise both public awareness for the project and
the profile of the THI Scheme. It was also hoped that it would
encourage local contractors to participate in the planned Traditional
Building Skills Training Course.
LOCAL COLLABORATION TO RESTORE HISTORIC COTTAGE
A charming but dilapidated cottage in Penryn is to be restored with the assistance of local tradesmen –
who will be improving their skills on the job – and investment from the European Development Fund
(Objective One), Heritage Lottery Fund, South West Regional Development Agency and Carrick District
Council.
The Penryn Townscape Heritage Initiative is working with the Bolitho Estate, the owners of 2 Church
Hill Penryn. The Bolitho Estate will carry out some of the work with their own contractors, but for two
weeks during June two experienced Cornish conservation specialists will train local contractors in
masonry and roofing repair as well as plastering skills. The trainees will be awarded appropriate NVQ
qualifications and certificates from Cornwall College.
Regional support for this particular project has come from suppliers of traditional building materials via
Delabole Slate and the Cornish Lime Company. These firms will be providing some of their products
free of charge or at low cost in the interests of sponsoring the encouragement of traditional building
skills within Carrick and Kerrier. (This is subject to the agreement of Delabole and Cornish Lime)
The THI Project Officer Gerard Ball will be visiting the site during the two weeks of the course
(Monday7th – Friday 18th June) to take photographs of the various stages of the work and will be happy
to supply further information on the Townscape Heritage Initiative and this particular project. He can be
contacted on 01872 224570 or 01326 378872.
Carleen Kelemen, Director of the Objective One Partnership said “By investing in the historic fabric of
our towns the Objective One Programme is not only conserving parts of our historic environment but
helping give the area a new lease of life in commercial terms. However, this will only be truly
sustainable if we have properly trained conservation specialists to maintain the quality of our built
environment. Penryn Townscape Heritage Initiative is ensuring that the skills needed to sustain the
special character of our towns are available now and for the future”
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SKILLS TRAINING COURSE
From both the media coverage, mail shots and speaking to local
contractors places for the training courses were confirmed as follows:Week One – Masonry & Roofing 11 Attendees
Week Two – Plastering 9 Attendees

WEEK ONE - ROOFING
U

After calculating the spacings
of the laths, they are set out
and fixed ready to receive the
slates.

Darrock & Brown, Mid Cornwall Roofing, Scarce & Company, Chough
Construction, Bolitho Estate
The enclosed photographs outline in brief the activities undertaken
during the two-week period.
WEEK ONE - ROOFING
Alistair Rule of the Bolitho
Estate setting out slating
laths in reducing courses
on an adjacent roof.

Students were given the
Chance to work on the
Preparatory stages of the
Slating process including
Selecting the correct slate
Sizes, holinng them and
Cutting the Douglas Fir
Pegs.

The most important aspect of
the Slater's skill is setting out
the reducing courses of slates.
For this, he uses a carefully
marked out wooden rod called
a ‘scantle’ from which the slating
style gets its name.

Member's of the course work
‘side-by’side’ on their sections
of the roof.
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SKILLS TRAINING COURSE
WEEK ONE - ROOFING
Trainees from Quadron Services,
Chough Construction and the
Bolitho Estate work together
under the watchful eye of the
course instructor Viv Stratton.

WEEK TWO – PLASTERING
U

Phil Brown of the Cornish Lime
Company explains the importance
of different sand types and how
they affect the characteristics of
lime mortar.

Richard Marsh shows trainees
how modern paints can be scraped
carefully away to reveal an original
earth render applied hundreds of
years earlier.

Using different techniques, a variety
of finishes can be achieved as shown
on this small section of wall.
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SKILLS TRAINING COURSE
WEEK TWO – PLASTERING

WEEK TWO – PLASTERING

Viv Stratton explains to a student
the process of applying lime plaster
mixed with synthetic hair to a new
ceiling.

A trainee from Quadron learns
how to stabilise and re-secure
fragile earth render by inserting
lime grouting through small holes.

Here, a trainee from the Bolitho
Estate more used to roofing,
learns how to lay up a new ceiling
with lime plaster mixed with hair
onto new laths.

Students carry out repairs to
different types of wall finishes
under the watchful eyes of
Richard Marsh.

The kitchen ceiling receives its
second coat of plaster.

The walls to the existing kitchen
receive their final coat of
putty-lime plaster to achieve a
‘glass like’ finish.
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SKILLS TRAINING COURSE
CONCLUSION
It was important in conclusion to the course that the attending trainees
thoughts were recorded.
A ‘feed-back’ form was devised and
circulated to both attending employees and their employers. It is very
difficult to assess the success of a course such as this, but the
following comments gathered from the completed feed-back forms go
some way in showing what a positive influence it had on all involved.

Employee gained further knowledge in a aspect of work which we
would probably sub-contract out. He found the course very useful and I
would certainly send employees on future skills training courses.
Scarce & Company
I feel the benefits of sending my tradesmen on the course is that they
now have a better understanding of lime/scantle slate work. I would
recommend the skills training course to all.
Mr Harvey – Bolitho Estates

“I found the experience a pleasure and, unexpectantly, very rewarding,
finding such enthusiasm and potential skill in the process of repair that
are there to be found, particularly amongst the younger ones, if one
presses the right buttons!”
Richard Marsh – Course Tutor
We feel more confident in undertaking this type of restoration works
now our employees have been given correct advice and training, very
pleased with the course and content.
Ross Bland – Forrester Roofing
“I feel much more knowledgeable about conservation and the
traditional skills that are increasingly sought after in Cornwall”.
Jonathan Barnes – Bolitho Estate Employee
Both courses were very interesting, an excellent two weeks. I feel
more confident in my understanding of plaster work, mix and
techniques etc.
Alistair Rule
“I thought the lime plaster course was very interesting and I learned a
lot in a short time, I would like to attend future courses such as lead
welding and forming”.
Anthony Tucker – Bolitho Estate Employee
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SKILLS TRAINING COURSE
CONCULSION

The Falmouth Packet also published the enclosed article on the 26th
June 2004.

Since the scheme has finished, Viv Stratton one of the course leaders
has been back in contact with us to outline that following on from our
Traditional Building Skills programme similar courses have been
requeste and subsequently run with great success. He hopes that
other THI schemes will have similar requests for training.
He also reported that all students who attended the sessions gained
some form of qualification, or part of a qualification where subsequently
they have been back in contact with the college to continue their study.
Infact some of the students are now pursuing their NVQ level 2 & 3.
One student has already achieved level 3, another is working towards
level 3. Two other students have achieved a level 2, with a further 2
working towards a level 2 on the OSAT programme. So overall a great
success!
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